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Dear Authors,

The paper is basically nice but some comments are listed in below for revision,

- The English needs a major-polish. I am also not native in English so I can feel this comment very well, please ask an expert in dealing with this comment.

- References are not properly according to the guidelines by BMC collection, please correct them.

- Methods and results seem fine but I am satisfied by the discussion. Indeed, I prefer to see a good literature review on this topic and also emphasis on the topic and rationale for this research. However, it is mandatory to elucidate why you as principle investigator chose this title and research question then jump into the discussion. Please consider this item and revise the paper. I can also give you some suggestions to increase the richness of question marks behind your primary idea to write this paper,


- look! this is not a good straight forward conclusion: Conclusion

215 In conclusion, this study demonstrated low prevalence of H.pylori infection (36.8%) compared to previous studies in Ethiopia. Prevalence of H.Pylori was significantly associated with low income and low educational status. Age, family number, toilet and other proposed risk factors in this study were not significantly associated.

Thus revise it for sure!

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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